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COVID-19 Pandemic Impact on Study
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This study was conducted during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic when a large majority of consumers where sheltering-inplace and non-essential businesses were closed.

TOTAL CORONAVIRUS CASES IN U.S.
(Linear Scale)

U.S. Music 360 data was
collected June 8th through
July 6th, 2020.

Source: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/us/
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Methodology: U.S. Music 360 2020
STUDY
TIMING

DATA
COLLECTION

SAMPLE
SIZE

QUOTA
BALANCING

ADDITIONAL
ANALYSIS

U.S. Music 360 data
was collected June
8th through July 6th,
2020.

Online surveys
using third-party
panels were used to
collect responses.
The study was
available in both
English and
Spanish.

Interviews were
conducted among
a total of 3,790
U.S. Gen Pop
(Ages 13+).

Data is
representative of
U.S. census
population
including age,
gender, ethnicity,
and region.

Please contact us if
interested in learning
about additional or
custom analyses

Nielsen Music / MRC Data U.S. Music 360 2020
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Highlights
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Music makes consumers feel better sheltering-in-place

51%

Of Music Listeners say they are
spending more time with music
(vs. prior 2 weeks during pandemic)

65%

Of Music Listeners say they
listen to music to feel Happy

The full report explores how COVID-19 has changed the music landscape. Learn more about how the pandemic has
impacted online streaming, how consumers’ listening habits have changed as they shelter-in-place, and the
importance of social media and virtual events during this time.
The report also dives into the way different generations (i.e. Gen Z, Millennials, Boomers, etc.) engage with music.
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The pandemic inspired a music discovery renaissance
TOP MUSIC DISCOVERY SOURCES

62%

54%

Music Streaming
Services

Friends and
Relatives

The industry is going through a music and artist discovery renaissance.
The full report dives into topics such as top discovery sources, new release playlist engagement, the role of entertainment and
streaming services in discovery, and the rediscovery of “old” favorites as consumers shelter-in-place.
Learn how to target Gen Z and Millennials with their diverse approach to discovery.
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Music is evolving into a visual experience

% OF MUSIC LISTENERS USING FORMAT FOR MUSIC (TYPICAL MONTH)

63%

61%

61%

Stream Music Videos

AM/FM "Over-the-air" Radio

Stream Audio Songs & Playlists

Contact us to learn more about how much time and money consumers spend on music, which formats (e.g. radio,
streaming, CDs, etc.) they choose to listen to music in any given week, and their engagement with free and premium
music streaming services.
We also take a look at how most popular genre fans and multicultural audiences interact with music in their day-to-day.
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Sound quality is paramount for music listeners

25%

of Gen Z music listeners use premium
specialized headphones to listen to music

Our full report explores topics including:
The role of technology in music and artist discovery.
Which factors are most important to music listeners when selecting devices.
Popularity of “smart” devices (e.g. smart speakers, smart watches, etc.) for music listening.
Which devices support music listeners’ habits across generations (from Gen Z to Silent Generation).
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Music is pop culture for younger music listeners

52%

Of Gen Z music listeners engage
with music on short video clip
sites (e.g. TikTok) in a typical
month

48%

Of Gen Z short video clip site
users watch videos about
music artists

Music is an integral part of today’s pop culture and younger generations are especially likely to “lean in” to music. Contact us to find out more
about how much time listeners spend watching music through music videos and short clip videos, the role of social media and short
video clip sites in music engagement, and top music-related activities online.
The full report includes which brand activations are most likely to resonate with the general population and which online activations are likely
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to attract Hispanic and Black/African American consumers.

Virtual events offer immersive, new ways to engage

47%
Of music listeners feel it is
important for the industry to
offer live stream performances or
virtual concerts

25%
Of music listeners have
watched a virtual concert /
live streamed performance

The full report includes insights around acceptable solutions for cancelled live music events, what consumers want to see as the “new
normal” of live events, growth in consumers live streaming performances and virtual concerts, and the increase in willingness to pay for
virtual events.
Plus, we’ll share which generations are most enthusiastic about engaging with virtual concerts now and in the future.
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U.S. Music 360 2020 Report

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U.S. MUSIC 360 REPORT EXPLORES
THE FOLLOWING KEY AREAS:

NEED A MORE TAILORED APPROACH?

Music Consumption and Preferences
Music and Artist Discovery
Technology for Music Listening
Music Streaming Year-Over-Year Changes
Online Music Streaming Services
Short Video Clip Engagement
Top Genre Fans
Live Music During Pandemic and Beyond
Virtual Event Acceptance
Music and Brands
Spotlight on Multicultural Audiences
Comparison Across All Generations from
Gen Z to Silent Generation

• Behavior + attitudes of your target consumer

WE CAN PROVIDE CONTEXTUALIZED ANALYSIS

•

By demographic, genre, likely streamers, users
of specific social networks and platforms, etc.

• Strategic analysis based on key business
issues
• SWOT analysis for your business or
competitive set

Contact the Global Music Research Team at
data.research@mrcentertainment.com
for all inquiries
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THANK YOU!
Contact the Global Music Research Team at
data.research@mrcentertainment.com
for all inquiries
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